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After a long period of being synonymous
with urban deprivation and dreary stained
surfaces, concrete is is now chic. A
favourite material of fashionable style
magazines, it is becoming ubiquitous in
shops, restaurants and even homes.
Concrete is in fact a fabulous material,
which can be used in a huge range of
techniques and situations. Its colour,
texture, and constituents vary, it may be
cheaply mass produced, or meticulously
crafted, and new developments and
increased understanding of its possibilities
are inspiring contemporary architects and
designers. Concrete Architecture begins by
asking questions like: What is concrete?
What is its history? How is concrete used?
The book goes on to look at recent
architectural projects that use concrete for
an enormous range of building types. All
the examples chosen celebrate the intrinsic
qualities of concrete and how they work to
make the places in which we live, work,
and play. A range of projects from around
the world includes for example a private
house in the Netherlands by UN Studio and
Canary Wharf Underground Station in
London by Foster and Partners.
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concrete citizenM projects Two new volumes offer an exhaustive analysis on what seems a well-trodden facet of the
Kahnian canonthe architects use of concrete. concrete zoku projects Often associated with the practicaland not the
beautifulconcrete can yield surprisingly diverse architectural results. Whether used for How Louis Kahn Unlocked
Concretes Expressive Potential Concrete is one of the most ubiquitous, flexible, and dynamic building materials in
architectural history. By offering a profoundly different Material Masters: Le Corbusiers Love for Concrete
ArchDaily Buy Concrete Architecture by Catherine Croft (ISBN: 9781856693646) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK
delivery on eligible orders. 236 best images about Concrete architecture on Pinterest The word concrete was used
for the first time in 1750 by Bernard Forest de Belidor as a description for a mortar, in his book Architecture Heroic:
Concrete Architecture and the New Boston Thinkpiece Concrete used in architecture and interiors. See more about
jesstastics.com
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Museums, Le corbusier and Architecture. How Heroic: Concrete Architecture and the New Boston Hopes to Find
and save ideas about Concrete architecture on Pinterest. See more about House of the future, Villa and Container house
design. Brutalist architecture flourished from the 1950s to the mid-1970s, descending from the modernist architectural
movement of the early 20th century. The term originates from the French word for raw, as Le Corbusier described his
choice of material beton brut, raw concrete. 100 Contemporary Concrete Buildings - TASCHEN Books Architectural
concrete has developed into one of the most important means of design in modern architecture. No other building
material can be used and Today we like: white concrete architecture - Dezeen The latest concrete architecture, design
and furniture projects, including pendant lamps by Studio Itai Bar-On and a Shanghai arts space by Archi-Union The
hard stuff: Why concrete is still best for stunning architecture Through the use of reinforced concrete, a raw
material believed by many architects to have evocative properties, a sense of sanctity could be Concrete Tag
ArchDaily concrete develops concepts. we develop them in architecture, interior design, urban development and brand
development. concrete unites people. we work with Concrete Homes - Curbed Readers suggest the 10 best concrete
buildings. Last week Rowan Moore brought you his top 10. Here you offer your reinforced suggestions Concrete in
Architecture (1): a material both stigmatised and The latest white concrete architecture, design and furniture
projects, including pendant lamps by Studio Itai Bar-On and a Shanghai arts space by Archi-Union 7 Concrete
Churches Resurrecting Brutalist Architecture - Architizer But the aesthetic and atmospheric qualities of concrete
architecture are not just about shape-making. Its about the feel of the material, the light The 10 best concrete buildings
Art and design The Guardian Initially, the material was enticing for sheer economic purposes where the architect
desired steel frameworks, reinforced concrete consistently Concrete Architecture: Catherine Croft: 0082552046071:
Amazon we develop them in architecture, interior design, urban development and brand development. concrete
concrete designed Zoku Amsterdam, which is now 17 Best Concrete Buildings Around the World Photos
Architectural Concrete? That characterless stuff of parking lots or Communist tower blocks, right? Well, yes. And no.
Concrete is actually a name applied to a remarkably wide Concrete Architecture: : Catherine Croft concrete
develops concepts. we develop them in architecture, interior design, urban development and brand development.
concrete unites people. we work with Concrete A Dictionary of Modern Architecture - UChicago Voices Heroic is
a deep survey and analysis of a broad range of Bostons concrete architectureoften mistakenly dubbed with the term
Brutalism. Coloured concrete - Dezeen This article is part of our series Material in Focus, where we ask architects to
share with us their creative process through the choice of materials that define 25+ Best Ideas about Concrete
Architecture on Pinterest House of From the astonishing Pantheon to a Chilean cliff-top villa, here are some of the
worlds best concrete structures. Brutalist architecture - Wikipedia concrete projects category all The best uses of
colour pigments in concrete architecture, design and furniture projects, including a bright pink bar in London and a
rust-coloured house in 25+ Best Ideas about Concrete Architecture on Pinterest House of Find and save ideas about
Concrete architecture on Pinterest. See more about House of the future, Villa and Container house design. Concrete
architecture and design projects Dezeen In this intersection of vanguard design and local ward ambition, heroic
architecture, typically in concrete, came to represent a new body politic.
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